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Abstract

We consider the nonlinear Schrödinger equation of degree five on the circle S1 = R/2π.
We prove the existence of quasi-periodic solutions which bifurcate from “resonant” solutions
(studied in [18]) of the system obtained by truncating the Hamiltonian after one step
of Birkhoff normal form, exhibiting recurrent exchange of energy between some Fourier
modes. The existence of these quasi-periodic solutions is a purely nonlinear effect.

1 Introduction

We consider the quintic NLS on the circle

− i∂tu+ ∂xxu = σ|u|4u , u = u(t, x) (t, x) ∈ R × T T := R/(2π) (1.1)

where σ = ±1. This is an infinite dimensional dynamical system with Hamiltonian

H =

∫

T

|∇u|2 + σ

3

∫

T

|u|6 (1.2)

having the mass (the L2 norm) and the momentum

L =

∫

T2

|u|2 , M =

∫

T2

Im(u · ∇u) (1.3)

as constants of motion. Classical results imply that, for small values of the mass, equation
(1.1) is globally well-posed in Hs with s ≥ 1. This is a consequence of the local well
posedness result in [6], combined with the conservation law (1.2) (if the mass is small,
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the Hamiltonian controls the H1-norm also for σ = −1, via the Gagliardo-Nirenberg in-
equality). However, one expects solutions of (1.1) to exhibit a rich variety of qualitative
behaviors. Even close to zero, very little is known on the qualitative structure of typical
solutions and the literature is confined to the study of special solutions which exhibit in-
teresting features. A fruitful approach is to take the dynamical systems point of view and
to apply the powerful tools of singular perturbation theory, such as KAM theory, Birkhoff
Normal Form, Arnold diffusion, first developed in order to study finite-dimensional sys-
tems.

A first elementary feature is that NLS equation has an elliptic fixed point at u = 0.
However such fixed point is completely resonant (i.e. all the linear solutions are periodic).
It is well known, already in a finite dimensional setting, that such resonances may produce
hyperbolic tori, secondary tori and energy transfer phenomena where the solutions of the
non–linear system differ drastically from the ones of the linear system.

The dynamical systems approach was first applied in the early ’90s to model PDEs
on [0, π] with Dirichlet boundary conditions in order to prove existence of quasi-periodic
solutions and finite dimensional reducible KAM tori (see Definition 1.1 and 1.2). Among
the vast literature we mention [33], [24], [25] and [7],[13], [10] for the case of periodic
boundary conditions. We note that the above papers all take advantage of some simplifying
assumptions and hence they do not apply to our setting. The first results on reducible
KAM tori for NLS equations were proved in [15] for equations with external parameters, see
also [31]. Reducible KAM tori for (1.1) were then proved in [26] and [16], see also [27],[29]
and [32]. Differently from the (integrable) cubic case, it can be seen that for appropriate
choices of the initial data such solutions have a finite number of linearly unstable directions.
Then it is quite natural to wonder whether one may prove the existence of an orbit which
starts close to the unstable manifold of one solution and in very long time arrives close
to the stable manifold of a different solution, thus exhibiting a large drift in the action
variables. This approach was first proposed in [11] in order to study the growth of Sobolev
norms for the cubic NLS on T2 (see [20] for an estimate of the time) and then generalized
to any analytic NLS on T2 in [22] and [19]. Unfortunately the approach proposed in these
papers fails equation (1.1) on the circle, see Appendix C of [22] for a discussion of the
problem. The main point is that even if it is still true that unstable solutions exist one
is not able to prove full energy transfer. In [18] the authors study a quintic NLS on the
circle as (1.1) and prove the existence of beating solutions which exhibit a recurrent energy
exchange between some Fourier modes for a long but finite time interval (see also [23]).
The result follows by showing that the Birkhoff normal form Hamiltonian exhibits such
a behavior and that its dynamics approximates the true one for long times. It is then
very natural to ask whether such solutions persist for infinite times, this is the question
assessed in the present paper. The solutions that we construct are genuinely non-linear:
they do not bifurcate from linear solutions, which do not feature any transfer of energy
between Fourier modes. Regarding other genuinely non-linear periodic solutions for PDEs
we mention the papers [2] and [5].

It is interesting to note that our quasi-periodic solutions correspond to secondary KAM
tori (see for instance [4] for a discussion about secondary KAM tori in the finite-dimensional
context), since they are 4-dimensional, but homotopically equivalent to 3-dimensional tori
in the phase space. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first result establishing
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existence of secondary KAM tori for PDEs. It would also be interesting to reproduce a
similar result for the cubic NLS on T2: we believe that this can be done, however the
extension of this type of result to a higher dimensional setting involves some non-trivial
technical difficulties.

Among other results proving long time existence of beating solutions, we mention the
work [17], dealing with two coupled cubic Schrödinger equations on the circle. Moreover,
the modified scattering argument proved in [21] implies that the cubic NLS on the product
space T2×R has solutions exhibiting beatings over an infinite forward (or backward) time.

Main results and strategy of the paper. We start by defining the main objects
on which our result relies.

Definition 1.1. Given a rationally independent1 ω ∈ Rn, a quasi-periodic solution of
frequency ω is a torus embedding I : Tn ∋ ϕ 7→ u(ϕ, x) such that u(ωt, x) is a classical
solution for (1.1).

Definition 1.2 (reducible KAM torus). A quasi-periodic solution of frequency ω is a re-
ducible KAM torus if (in appropriate complex symplectic variables ϕ, y, z, z̄) it is expressed
by the equations y = z = 0 and moreover the associated Hamiltonian vector field XH re-
stricted to the torus is

∑n
i=1 ω(ξ)∂ϕi

, while XH linearized at the torus is block-diagonal in
the normal variables with x-independent block matrices of uniformly bounded dimension.

From now on, we shall systematically work on the Hamiltonian (1.2), which we study
in the Fourier coefficients u(t, x) =

∑
j∈Z

uj(t)e
ijx where the sequence {uj}j∈Z ∈ ℓa,p.

H =
∑

j∈Z

j2|uj |2 + σ
∑

j1+j2+j3=j4+j5+j6

uj1uj2uj3 ūj4ūj5ūj6 (1.4)

with the constants of motion

L =
∑

j∈Z

|uj |2 , M =
∑

j∈Z

j|uj |2. (1.5)

Remark 1.1. For all k ∈ Z, equation (1.1) is invariant with respect to the transformation

vj(t) := uj+k(t)e
−it(k2+2jk). (1.6)

Since the actions satisfy |vj |2 = |uj+k|2, this means that for any given solution u(t, x) of
(1.1), there exists another solution v(t, x) whose actions have the same dynamics, up to a
translation by k of the Fourier support.

Having fixed our notation, the main result of the paper is the following.

Theorem 1.1. There exist ε0 > 0 and a compact domain O0 ⊂ R4 such that, for all
0 < ε < ε0, there exists Oε ⊂ O0, satisfying |Oε|/|O0| → 1 as ε → 0, and a locally
invertible Lipschitz mapping ω∞ : Oε → R4, with the following property. Fix k ∈ Z and let

1i.e. a vector ω ∈ Rn such that for all k ∈ Zn \ {0} one has ω · k 6= 0.
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S := {−2,−1, 1, 2}. For all ξ = (ξ0, ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) ∈ Oε, equation (1.1) admits a quasi-periodic
solution2

uε,k(ξ; t, x) = ε1/4
(∑

j∈S

vj(ξ;ω
∞(ξ)t)ei(j+k)xei(jk+k

2)t +O(ε2/3
−
)
)

(1.7)

of frequency ω∞(ξ) = (0, 1, 1, 4) +O(ε), such that the vj satisfy

|vj(ξ;ϕ0, ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3)|2 = fj(ξ;ϕ0)

f−2(ξ; 0) ≤
1

2
f1(ξ; 0) ≤ 1 f−1(ξ; 0) ≥ 3 f2(ξ; 0) ≥

3

2
(1.8)

f−2(ξ;π) ≥
3

2
f1(ξ;π) ≥ 3 f−1(ξ;π) ≤ 1 f2(ξ;π) ≤

1

2
.

Moreover, for all ϕ0 ∈ T, ξ ∈ Oε one has





f1(ξ;ϕ0) + 2f2(ξ;ϕ0) = ξ1

f−1(ξ;ϕ0)− 2f2(ξ;ϕ0) = ξ2

f−2(ξ;ϕ0) + f2(ξ;ϕ0) = ξ3

(1.9)

while

f2(·, ξ1, ξ2, ξ3; 0) − f2(·, ξ1, ξ2, ξ3;π) is an increasing function of ξ0. (1.10)

The quasi-periodic solutions uε,k are analytic reducible KAM tori.

The proof of this Theorem is performed essentially in two steps, formally described
in Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. We now give an informal presentation of the strategy. Note
that, since the sign σ will play no role in our reasoning, we shall for simplicity set it to
one in the following. We rescale u ε1/4u, so that the Hamiltonian H assumes the form

H =
∑

j∈Z

j2|uj |2 + ε
∑

j1+j2+j3=j4+j5+j6

uj1uj2uj3 ūj4ūj5ūj6 , (1.11)

while the costants of motion are unchanged. It is well known that the dynamics of
(1.11) is controlled for finite but long times by the corresponding Birkhoff Hamilto-
nian, containing only the terms in (1.11) which Poisson commute with the quadratic part
H(2) :=

∑
j∈Z

j2|uj |2, see Subsection 3. In the case of Hamiltonian 1.11 we get

HBirk =
∑

j∈Z

j2|uj|2 + ε
∑

j1+j2+j3=j4+j5+j6
j21+j

2
2+j

2
3=j

2
4+j

2
5+j

2
6

uj1uj2uj3ūj4ūj5 ūj6

which was studied in detail in [18] and [23]. A simple remark, proved for instance in [27]
Propositions 1 and 2, is that while the dynamics of HBirk may be very complicated still
one may produce many subspaces which are invariant for the dynamics of HBirk and such
that the restricted dynamics is integrable.

2By the notation O(ε2/3
−

) in equation (1.7), we denote a remainder rε,k(ξ; t, x) belonging to the space ℓa,p

introduced in (2.1) for some a > 0, p > 1/2 fixed once and for all, satisfying ‖rε,k‖a,p ≤ Cδε
2

3
−δ for all δ > 0.
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More precisely given a set S ⊂ Z we define the subspace

US := {u ∈ L2(T) : u(x) =
∑

j∈S

uje
ijx} ,

and consider the following definitions.

Definition 1.3 (Complete). We say that a set S ⊂ Z is complete if US is invariant for
the dynamics of HRes.

Definition 1.4 (Action preserving). A complete set S ⊂ Z is said to be action preserving if
all the actions |uj |2 with j ∈ S are constants of motion for the dynamics of HRes restricted
to US .

The conditions under which a given set S is complete or action preserving can be
rephrased more explicitly by using the structure of HBirk.

Definition 1.5 (Resonance). Given a sextuple (j1, . . . , j6) ∈ (Z)6 we say that it is a
resonance if {

j1 + j2 + j3 = j4 + j5 + j6

j21 + j22 + j23 = j24 + j25 + j26
(1.12)

With this Definitions one easily sees that generic choices of S lead to complete and ac-
tion preserving subspaces. Indeed S is complete if and only if for any quintuple (j1, . . . , j5) ∈
S5 there does not exist any k ∈ Z \ S such that (j1, . . . , j5, k) is a resonance. Similarly
S is action preserving if all resonances (j1, . . . , j6) ∈ S6 are trivial, namely there exists a
permutation such that (j1, j2, j3) = (j4, j5, j6).

Note that the tori constructed in [16], [26] and [29] are all essentially supported on such
generic sets S. In this paper we study instead a simple choice of set S which is complete but
not action preserving. Following [18], we choose S := {−2,−1, 1, 2} and its translations,
see Remark 1.6. As shown in [18], HBirk restricted to S is in fact still integrable (it has
four degrees of freedom and three constants of motion, see Formulas 3.4 and 3.5) however
it has a non-trivial structure. To study this system we restrict to a domain which is the
product of a 4-cube and a 4-torus, such that all the variables in the 4-cube are constants
of motion for the dynamics of H(2). If we take into account also the resonant terms of
degree 6 we get a different qualitative behavior. Indeed after symmetry reduction it is a
Hamiltonian system on a cylinder with one stable and one unstable fixed point with its
separatrix, see Figure 1. Namely there is one stable and one unstable 3-torus coming from
the resonant structure. We concentrate our attention on the new set of quasi periodic
solutions, which are families of stable 4-tori around the new stable 3-torus. The structure
of these solutions as well as their action angle variables is studied in section 4. A key point
is that these tori satisfy the so-called twist condition, i.e. the determinant of the Hessian
of HBirk restricted to S is not identically zero, see Lemma 4.2. In the paper [18], these tori
were used to prove the existence of beating solutions of the (1.1) for long but finite times.
This follows from the fact that the dynamics of HBirk approximates the true dynamics of
(1.11) for long times.

We wish to prove the persistence of Cantor families of such quasi periodic solutions
for infinite time, as well as their linear stability by applying a KAM scheme. A main
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point naturally is to control the behavior of the infinitely many normal directions, i.e. the
Fourier coefficients uj with j 6= ±1,±2. As is well known, a crucial preliminary point is
to study the reducibility of the Birkhoff system linearized at the quasi-periodic solutions.
This amounts to removing the angle dependence and diagonalizing an infinite dimensional
quadratic Hamitonian.

As happens already in the case of solutions bifurcating from linear tori (see [27]), this
reduction is not trivial and not of a perturbative nature but must be constructed essentially
by hand. In our case we proceed as follows:

1. We perform a phase shift (3.9), inspired by [27], which removes the dependence
on all the angles except one. Note that such phase shifts are typical in almost-
reducible finite dimensional dynamical systems, see [14]. We are left with a quadratic
Hamiltonian which depends on one angle and is diagonal except for a 4× 4 block.

2. We apply a phase shift (4.11) which removes the dependence on the last angle from
all the terms of the Hamiltonian except for the non-diagonal 4× 4 block.

3. To this last finite dimensional block we apply Floquet Theorem 4.1, in order to remove
the dependence on the angle. Finally we diagonalize it by using the standard theory
of quadratic Hamiltonians.

This proves the first item in Proposition 2.1. In order to prove the second item we must
have some control of the eigenvalues of our quadratic Hamiltonian in the normal directions,
we discuss this in subsection 4.1. The third item follows by a careful study of our changes
of variables. Once we have proved Proposition 2.1, the NLS Hamiltonian essentially fits
all the hypotheses of a KAM scheme for a PDE on the circle. In Proposition 2.2 we give
a brief description of such algorithms, in order to make the paper self contained.

2 Functional setting and main Propositions

2.1 Functional setting

Given a possibly empty set S ⊂ Z and setting n = |S| we consider the scale of complex
Hilbert spaces:

ℓa,pS := {{uk}k∈Z\S

∣∣ |u0|2 +
∑

k∈Z\S

|uk|2e2a|k||k|2p := ||u||2a,p ≤ ∞}, (2.1)

where a > 0, p > 1/2 are fixed once and for all. When S = ∅ we denote ℓa,p := ℓa,pS . We
consider the direct product

E := C
n × C

n × ℓa,pS × ℓa,pS (2.2)

We endow the space E with the (s, r)-weighted norm

v = (ϕ, y, z, z̄) ∈ E , ‖v‖E := ‖v‖E,s,r =
|ϕ|∞
s

+
|y|1
r2

+
‖z‖a,p
r

+
‖z̄‖a,p
r

(2.3)
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where, 0 < s, r < 1, and |ϕ|∞ := maxh=1,...,n |ϕh|, |y|1 :=
∑n

h=1 |yh|. We shall also use the
notations

z+j = zj , z−j = z̄j .

We remark that E is a symplectic space w.r.t. the form dy∧ dϕ+i
∑

k duk ∧ dūk. We also
define the toroidal domain

D(s, r) := T
n
s ×D(r) := T

n
s ×Br2 ×Br ×Br ⊂ E (2.4)

where D(r) := Br2 ×Br ×Br,

T
n
s :=

{
ϕ ∈ C

n : max
h=1,...,n

|Imϕh| < s
}
, Br2 :=

{
y ∈ C

n : |y|1 < r2
}

(2.5)

and Br ⊂ ℓa,pS is the open ball of radius r centered at zero. We think of Tn as the
n-dimensional torus Tn := 2πRn/Zn.

Remark 2.1. If n = 0 then D(s, r) ≡ Br ×Br ⊂ ℓa,p × ℓa,p.

For a vector field X : D(s, r) → E, described by the formal Taylor expansion:

X =
∑

ν,i,α,β

X
(v)
ν,i,α,βe

iν·ϕyizαz̄β∂v , v = ϕ, y, z, z̄

we define the majorant and its norm3:

MX :=
∑

ν,i,α,β

|X(v)
ν,i,α,β|es|ν|yizαz̄β∂v , v = ϕ, y, z, z̄

|X|s,r := sup
(y,z,z̄)∈D(s,r)

‖MX‖E,s,r . (2.6)

In our algorithm we deal with Hamiltonian vector fields which depend in a Lipschitz
way on some parameters ξ ∈ Rn in a compact set O ⊂ Rn. To handle this dependence one
introduces weighted norms. Given X : O ×D(s, r) → E we set

|X(ξ)|γs,r,O := sup
ξ∈O

|X(ξ)|s,r + γ sup
η 6=ξ∈O

|X(ξ)−X(η)|s,r
|ξ − η| (2.7)

where γ is a parameter. Sometimes when O is understood we just write |X|γs,r,O = |X|γs,r.

Definition 2.1. We say that a Hamiltonian function is M -regular if its associated vector
field is M -analytic i.e. has finite (2.6) norm. We define the norm of such H as

|H|γs,r := |XH |γs,r . (2.8)

We denote the space of functions with finite | · |γs,r norm as As,r,O ≡ As,r.

3The different weights in formula (2.3) ensure that, if |X |s,r is sufficiently small, then X generates a close–
to–identity change of variables from D(s/2, r/2) → D(s, r).
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2.2 Main Propositions

We fix once and for all4 S := {−2,−1, 1, 2} and n = 4. As explained in the introduction
we first obtain a normal form result for our Hamiltonian (1.11).

Proposition 2.1. There exist ε0, s0, r0 > 0 and a compact domain O0 ⊂ R4 of positive
measure such that the following holds:

for all ε < ε0, s < s0, r < r0 there exists an analytic function

Ψ : O0 ×D(s, r) → ℓa,p ,

such that for all ξ ∈ O0 the map Ψ(ξ; ·) : D(s, r) → ℓa,p is symplectic and satisfies the
following properties:

(i) Define v(ξ;ϕ) = {vj(ξ;ϕ)}j∈Z := Ψ(ξ;ϕ, y = 0, w = 0). Then, for all j ∈ S,
equations (1.8), (1.9), (1.10) hold.

(ii) The NLS Hamiltonian H defined in (1.11) in the new variables becomes:

H ◦Ψ := HNLS = ω(ξ) · y +
∑

j 6=±1,±2,

Ωj |wj|2 +R , Ωj = (j2 + εΘj(ξ)) , (2.9)

where
ω(ξ) = (0, 1, 1, 4) + ελ(ξ)

with ξ → λ(ξ) an invertible analytic map and Θj is chosen in a finite list (in fact
with 5 elements) of distinct analytic functions.

(iii) For all ξ ∈ O0, we have the bounds:

|λ|+ |∂ξλ| < M0 , |∂λξ| < L0 , |Θj|+ |∂ξΘj| < M0 ,∀j 6= ±1,±2

|λ · ℓ+Θi ±Θj| > α0, ∀(ℓ, i, j) 6= (0, i, i) : |ℓ| < 4M0L0

|R|1s,r,O0
≤ C(ε2r−2 + εr) ,

(iv) HNLS has the constants of motion:

L = y1 + y2 + y3 +
∑

j 6=±1,±2

|wj|2 ,

M = y1 − y2 − 2y3 +
∑

j=3,4

j(|wj |2 + |w−j |2) +
∑

j 6=±1,±2,±3,±4

j|wj |2

Proof. The proof of this Proposition is deferred to subsection 4.2, since it requires all the
structure developed in Sections 3, 4.

Proposition 2.2. Consider the Hamiltonian HNLS in Proposition 2.1 and fix r = ε1/3.
There exist ε⋆, s⋆, γ⋆, C⋆ > 0 and, for all ε ∈ (0, ε⋆) and γ ∈ (C⋆ε

1/3, γ⋆), a compact
domain O∞ = O∞(γ, ε) ⊆ O0 of positive measure with |O0 \ O∞| ∼ γ, such that for all
s < s0 there exists a Lipschitz family of analytic affine symplectic maps

O∞ ∋ ξ 7→ Φ∞(ξ; ·) : D
(s
4
,
r

4

)
→ D(s, r)

with the following properties.

4by Remark 1.1 we could trivially shift for any k, to S = {k − 2, k − 1, k + 1, k + 2}.
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(i) Φ∞ is O(ε1/3γ−1) close to the identity, i.e.

‖Φ∞(ξ; v)− v‖E,s/4,r/4 ≤ ε1/3γ−1 ∀v ∈ D
(s
4
,
r

4

)

(ii) One has

HNLS ◦Φ∞ := ω∞ · y +
∑

j 6=±1,±2,

Ω∞
j |wj|2 +R∞

where
XR∞ | y=0

w=0
= 0 , dy,wXR∞ | y=0

w=0
= 0 ,

and
ω∞(ξ) = (0, 1, 1, 4) + ελ∞(ξ) , Ω∞

j (ξ) = j2 + εΘ∞
j

with ξ → λ∞(ξ) an invertible Lipschitz map |λ∞−λ| ∼ ε1/3γ−1, |Θ∞
j −Θj| ∼ ε1/3γ−1.

Proof. The proof of this proposition is deferred to Section 5.

2.3 Proof of Theorem 1.1

We choose O0 as in Proposition 2.1 and ε0 > 0 as the smaller between ε0 in Proposition 2.1
and ε⋆ in Proposition 2.2, same for s0. We choose γ = (− log ε)−1 so that the hypotheses
of Proposition 2.2 are fulfilled for ε small enough. Then, for all ξ ∈ O∞(γ, ε) given by
Proposition 2.2, the 4-dimensional torus Ψ ◦ Φ∞(ξ;ϕ, y = 0, w = 0) is a reducible KAM
torus, by Proposition 2.2 (ii). Equations (1.7)-(1.10) hold true by Proposition 2.1 (i), by
Proposition 2.2 (i), and by the definition of the norm ‖ · ‖E,s,r in (2.3). This gives the
thesis for k = 0.

The fact that the thesis holds for all k ∈ Z is a trivial consequence of Remark 1.1.

3 Birkhoff Normal form

We study the Hamiltonian (1.11) which, following the definitions of Section 2, is an analytic
function : BR×BR → C with maximal degree 6. We apply a step of Birkhoff normal form
(cf. [8],[9],[1]), by which we cancel all the terms of degree 6 which do not Poisson commute
with

H(2) :=
∑

j∈Z

j2|uj |2.

This is done by applying a well known analytic change of variables, with generating func-
tion

F := ε
∑

α,β∈(Z)N:|α|=|β|=3
∑

k(αk−βk)k=0 ,
∑

k(αk−βk)|k|2 6=0

(
3

α

)(
3

β

)
uαūβ∑

k(αk − βk)|k|2
. (3.1)

We denote the change of variables by ΨBirk := ead(F ) and notice that, for ε small enough,
it is well defined and analytic: B1 ×B1 → B2 ×B2.
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By construction ΨBirk brings (1.11) to the form

HNLS = HBirk + ε2R≥10 =
∑

j∈Z

j2|uj|2 + ε
∑

j1+j2+j3=j4+j5+j6
j21+j

2
2+j

2
3=j

2
4+j

2
5+j

2
6

uj1uj2uj3ūj4ūj5 ūj6 + ε2R≥10

where the terms of degree 6 (which we denote by H6) are supported on of resonant sex-
tuples, see Definition 1.12. The remainder term R≥10 is a M-regular analytic Hamiltonian
with minimal degree 10, defined for u ∈ B1 and with norm |R|1 controlled by some ε
independent constant.

Let us analyze in detail the term H6 by studying the resonant sextuples. Among the
resonant sextuples, there are the trivial ones corresponding to {j1, j2, j3} = {j4, j5, j6}.
We call action preserving the trivial resonant sextuples (and the corresponding monomials
in the Hamiltonian), while we call effective all the others.

We denote S = {−2,−1, 1, 2} ⊂ Z as the set of tangential sites. The complementary
set Z \ S is the set of normal sites. Whenever j is a normal site, we denote uj = zj . We
order the term H6 according to the degree in the normal variables: we denote by H6,k the
part of H6 that is homogeneous of degree k in the zj ’s so that

H6 =

6∑

k=0

H6,k .

With our choice of S, the terms H6,k with k ≤ 2 have a relatively simple form. In
particular, the only integer solutions to (1.12) with all six elements belonging to S

{
(j1, j2, j3) = (1, 1,−2)

(j4, j5, j6) = (−1,−1, 2)
(3.2)

up to permutations of {j1, j2, j3}, permutations of {j4, j5, j6} and exchange of (j1, j2, j3)
and (j4, j5, j6). Moreover, there are no solutions to (1.12) with five elements in S and one
element outside S (see Lemma 2.4 of [18]) so S is complete. Finally, it is easy to verify
that the only integer solutions to (1.12) with four elements in S and two elements outside
S are of the form

{
(j1, j2, j3) = (1, 2,−3)

(j4, j5, j6) = (−1,−2, 3)

{
(j1, j2, j3) = (2, 2,−4)

(j4, j5, j6) = (−2,−2, 4)
(3.3)

up to permutations of {j1, j2, j3}, permutations of {j4, j5, j6} and exchange of (j1, j2, j3)
and (j4, j5, j6).

With the remarks above, we compute the terms H6,k with k ≤ 2 and obtain

H6,0 = Hap
6,0 +Heff

6,0

Hap
6,0 = 6



∑

j∈S

|uj|2



3

− 9



∑

j∈S

|uj |2




∑

j∈S

|uj |4

+ 4



∑

j∈S

|uj |6



Heff
6,0 = 9(u21u−2ū

2
−1ū2 + c.c.)
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H6,1 = 0

H6,2 = Hap
6,2 +Heff

6,2

Hap
6,2 =


18



∑

j∈S

|uj |2



2

− 9



∑

j∈S

|uj |4






∑

j /∈S

|zj |2



Heff
6,2 = 36(u−1u−2ū1ū2z3z̄−3 + c.c.) + 9(u2−2ū

2
2z4z̄−4 + c.c.) .

We push the terms of degree at least three in the normal sites to the remainder, namely
we write

H = H2 + εH6,0 + εH6,2 +R
with

R = εH6,3 + εH6,4 + εH6,5 + εH6,6 + ε2R≥10 .

Note that the constants of motion remain unchanged after the Birkhoff change of variables.

Remark 3.1. Here and in the following we will denote by the same letter R “perturba-
tion terms” that we are for the moment ignoring, which we will bound at the end of the
procedure.

We have shown that the Birkhoff Hamiltonian restricted to the invariant subset S has
the form:

∑

j∈S

j2|uj |2+6ε(
∑

j∈S

|uj |2)3 − 9ε(
∑

j∈S

|uj |2)(
∑

j∈S

|uj |4) + 4ε
∑

j∈S

|uj |6 (3.4)

+9ε(u21u−2ū
2
−1ū2 + ū21ū−2u

2
−1u2)

with the constants of motion

|u1|2 + 2|u2|2 , |u−1|2 − 2|u2|2 , |u−2|2 + |u2|2 (3.5)

For j ∈ S, we first pass to the symplectic polar coordinates (I, φ) namely

uj =
√

Ijeiφj j ∈ S , (3.6)

so that the symplectic form is now dI ∧ φ+ idz ∧ dz̄. We work in the domain

Bs0,r0 := I0 × T
4
s0 ×Br0 ×Br0

with I0 a compact domain in (0,∞)4, so that the change of variables (I, φ, z, z̄) → u is
well defined and analytic. One easily sees that, for ε small enough, R and ∂IjR with
j = 1, . . . , 4, are M-regular Hamiltonians and

sup
(I,φ,z,z̄)∈Bs0,r0

(
|X(φ)

R |∞ + |X(I)
R |1 + r−1

0 ‖X(z)
R ‖a,p + r−1

0 ‖X(z̄)
R ‖a,p

)
≤ C(εr0 + ε2r−1

0 ).

Then we make the analytic symplectic change of coordinates (J, ϑ)  (I, φ) defined
by

J0 = I2 , J1 = I1 + 2I2 , J2 = I−1 − 2I2 , J3 = I−2 + I2
ϑ0 = −2φ1 − φ−2 + 2φ−1 + φ2 ϑ1 = φ1 ϑ2 = φ−1 ϑ3 = φ−2 . (3.7)

11



Note that now J2 is not necessarily positive. We have

L = J1 + J2 + J3 +
∑

j 6=±1,±2

|zj |2

M = J1 − J2 − 2J3 +
∑

j 6=±1,±2

j|zj |2

H2 = J1 + J2 + 4J3 +
∑

j 6=±1,±2

j2|zj |2

Hap
6,0 =6(J1 + J2 + J3)

3 − 9(J1 + J2 + J3)(J
2
0 + (J1 − 2J0)

2 + (J2 + 2J0)
2 + (J3 − J0)

2)

+ 4(J3
0 + (J1 − 2J0)

3 + (J2 + 2J0)
3 + (J3 − J0)

3)

Heff
6,0 = 18(J1 − 2J0)(J2 + 2J0)

√
J0(J3 − J0) cosϑ0

Hap
6,2 =

(
18(J1 + J2 + J3)

2 − 9(J2
0 + (J1 − 2J0)

2 + (J2 + 2J0)
2 + (J3 − J0)

2)

)

∑

j /∈S

|zj |2



Heff
6,2 = 72

√
J0(J1 − 2J0)(J2 + 2J0)(J3 − J0)Re

(
z3z̄−3e

i(−ϑ0+3(ϑ2−ϑ1))

)

+ 18J0(J3 − J0)Re

(
z4z̄−4e

i(−2ϑ0+4(ϑ2−ϑ1))

)
.

We now write the Hamiltonian in a more compact notation (note that (J, ϑ) ∈ R4 × T4):

HNLS = J1+J2+4J3+εH
ap
6,0(J)+εH

eff
6,0(J, ϑ0)+

∑

j=3,4

H̃j+
∑

j 6=±1,±2,±3,±4

(j2+εf(J))|zj |2+R

where

H̃j = (j2 + εf(J))(|zj |2 + |z−j |2) + εUj(J)Re(ei(njϑ0+ℓj(ϑ2−ϑ1))zj z̄−j)

with

f(J) = 18(J1 + J2 + J3)
2 − 9(J2

0 + (J1 − 2J0)
2 + (J2 + 2J0)

2 + (J3 − J0)
2)

U3 = 72
√
J0(J1 − 2J0)(J2 + 2J0)(J3 − J0) , (3.8)

U4 = 18J0(J3 − J0)

and finally
n3 = −1 , ℓ3 = 3 , n4 = −2 , ℓ4 = 4.

We first make a change of variables which removes the the phases in H̃j. We set

w−j = e−i(njϑ0+ℓj(ϑ2−ϑ1))z−j , j = 3, 4 wj = zj , |j| ≥ 5 (3.9)

p = J0 −
∑

j=3,4

nj|z−j |2 , q = ϑ0,

K1 = J1 −
∑

j=3,4

ℓj |z−j |2, K2 = J2 +
∑

j=3,4

ℓj |z−j |2, K3 = J3

12



and we get

L = K1 +K2 +K3 +
∑

j 6=±1,±2

|wj |2 ,

M = K1 −K2 − 2K3 +
∑

j=3,4

j(|wj |2 + |w−j |2) +
∑

j 6=±1,±2,±3,±4

j|wj |2

Now the conjugate variables are (p, q), (K,ϑ). Substituting we get the Hamiltonian

HNLS =H (p,K, q)+
∑

j=3,4

Hj(p,K, q, w±j)+
∑

j 6=±1,±2,±3,±4

(j2+εf(p,K))|wj |2+R. (3.10)

Now R contains some new terms of degree at least four in w±3, w±4. Here

H (p,K, q) = A(K, p) +B(K, p) cos q

with

A(K, p) = K1 +K2 + 4K3 + εHap
6,0(p,K), B(K, p) cos q = εHeff

6,0(p,K, q) (3.11)

while

Hj = (j2 + εf(p,K))(|wj |2 + |w−j|2) + εUj(p,K)Re(wjw̄−j) + Vj(p,K, q)|w−j |2

with f,Uj defined in (3.8) and

Vj = εVj := ℓj

(
∂K1H− ∂K2H

)
+ nj∂pH .

Note that all the changes of variables are analytic provided that we require that r0 is
sufficiently small and we fix |w|a,p ≤ r so that |z|a,p ≤ re6s < r0. The bounds on R and
on its ∂K derivatives remain the same.

4 The integrable invariant subspace

We now restrict to the invariant subspace {zj = 0}. Our Hamiltonian is of the form

H = A(p,K) +B(p,K) cos q

with A,B defined in (3.11). The corresponding dynamical system:

{
q̇ = ∂pA+ ∂pB cos q

ṗ = B sin q
(4.1)

has been studied in detail in [18], here we group some facts that we will need. Let us
introduce the rescaled time τ = εt, so that the system (4.1) in the rescaled time is ε-
independent.

Lemma 4.1. There exists a neighborhood B ⊂ R3 of K⋆ = (4, 0, 2) such that the following
holds:
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(i) there exists an ε-independent analytic function p : B → R with p(K⋆) = 1 such that
q = 0, p = p(K) is a stable fixed point for (4.1);

(ii) there exists an ε-independent analytic function P : B → R with P(K⋆) = 1 such that
q = π, p = P(K) is an unstable fixed point for (4.1);

(iii) up to the 2π-periodicity in q, these are the only fixed points of the system (4.1) and
the phase portrait is qualitatively the same as in Figure 1;

(iv) for K = K⋆, the two homoclinic connections linking the unstable fixed points to itself
intersect the axis q = 0 at two points with p = p(1), p = p(2), satisfying p(1)+ p(2) = 2
and

p(1) <
1

2
, p(2) >

3

2
. (4.2)

Proof. The system is 2π-periodic in q, direct computation shows that for K = K⋆ =
(4, 0, 2)

H = 1308 + ε

(
− 270(p2 + (2− p)2) + 36(p3 + (2− p)3) + 72p3/2(2− p)3/2 cos q

)

there is a stable fixed point at q = 0, p = 1 (a non degenerate maximum for the Hamil-
tonian) corresponding to a periodic solution and a non degenerate unstable fixed point
q = π, p = 1.

Then by the Implicit Function Theorem we construct p(K) by solving the equation

∂pA+ ∂pB = 0 (4.3)

for p = p(K) in a neighborhood of K = K⋆, p = 1. In the same way, since B(p,K) 6= 0
then we obtain P by solving the equation

∂pA− ∂pB = 0. (4.4)

Note that ε factorizes in equations (4.3), (4.4). The qualitative structure of the phase
portrait follows by Morse theory. Finally, formula (4.2) is obtained by direct computation
(see the evaluation of κ⋆ in Section 4.1 of [18]).

By the previous Lemma for all K ∈ B we have an open domain delimited by the
heteroclinic connections where the motion is oscillatory in p, q. Then in all of this domain
minus the stable fixed point we can construct an ε-independent symplectic change of
variables which conjugates the system to action angles

(p,K; q, ϑ)
Ψ−→ (E,K;ψ,ϕ) : H ◦Ψ = H(E,K, ε) (4.5)

p = p(E,K,ϕ) , q = q(E,K,ϕ) , ϑ = ψ + F(E,K,ϕ)

note that L,M do not depend on p (nor on the angles) hence L(K) ◦Ψ = L(K) and the
same for M .

We denote by D the (open) domain of definition of H.

Lemma 4.2. The Hamiltonian H(E,K) is real-analytic in D moreover there exists a
proper algebraic hypersurface Z such that for all E,K ∈ D \ Z the determinant of the
Hessian matrix ∂2E,KH(E,K) is not zero.
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p

−π π
q

Figure 1: The phase portrait of H at some value K ∈ B.

Proof. We first note that the change of variables is real analytic in D , in particular
for each K in a neighborhood of K⋆ the p, q are analytic in E in the whole of the region
delimited by the two separatrices, excluding the fixed point. We wish to compute the
twist i.e. ∂2E,KH(E,K) and show that its determinant is a non-identically zero analytic
function. We verify this near the stable fixed point, where the computations are explicit.

By Vey’s theorem the Birkhoff normal form at the fixed point converges, namely there
exists a symplectic change of variables

P = P(p− p(K), q,K) , Q = Q(p− p(K), q,K) , φ = ϑ+Φ(p− p(K), q,K)

which conjugates the Hamiltonian H to H(P2 + Q2,K) in a neighborhood of P, Q = 0.
Note that the variables K play the rôle of parameters for H . Hence we first construct
symplectic changes of variables for p, q (depending parametrically on K) at the end of
the procedure we complete the symplectic change of variables by adjusting the angles
conjugated to K. Since the change of variable is analytic and the actions are uniquely
defined we must have that P2 + Q2 = E and the Birkhoff map gives an analytic extension
to zero. So we may compute the E,K derivatives of H from the Birkhoff normal form at
E = 0,K = K⋆.

We start by Taylor expanding in p, q the Hamiltonian at the point (p, 0) up to order
four. We denote G = A + B, see formula (3.11). Given a function f(K, p) we write5

f ♯(K) := f(K, p(K)).

H (p, q) = G♯ +
1

2
G♯pp(p − p)2 − 1

2
B♯q2 +

1

6
G♯ppp(p − p)3 − 1

2
B♯
p(p− p)q2

+
1

24
B♯q4 − 1

4
B♯
pp(p− p)2q2 +

1

24
G♯pppp(p − p)4 +O

(
(|q|+ |p− p|)5

)
.

Note that ε−1(H − G♯) is ε-independent, while G♯ is of order O(1) in ε. It follows that
the Birkhoff changes of coordinates that we shall perform are all ε-independent. First we

5 Note that the application f 7→ f ♯ does not commute with the derivatives. We denote f ♯
K := (fK)♯ and

∂Kf
♯ := ∂K(f ♯), similarly for the derivatives with respect to p.
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symmetrize the quadratic terms and translate the critical point to zero.

P = λ(p− p) , Q = qλ−1 , λ4 := −G
♯
pp

B♯

(recall that G♯pp < 0 and B♯ > 0 in a neighborhood of K⋆) so, setting

α(0) = G♯ , α(2) :=

√
−B♯G♯pp ,

we get

H = α(0) − 1

2
α(2)(P 2 +Q2) +

1

6
G♯pppλ

−3P 3 − 1

2
B♯
pλPQ

2 + .

+
1

24
B♯λ4Q4 − 1

4
B♯
ppP

2Q2 +
1

24
G♯ppppλ

−4P 4 +O
(
(|P |+ |Q|)5

)

It is convenient to pass to complex notation in order to perform the Birkhoff normal form,
let us write the Hamiltonian (neglecting higher order terms) as

H = α(0) − 1

2
α(2)(P 2 +Q2) +

∑

h=3,4

∑

i+2j=h

α
(h)
i,j P

iQ2j

where

α
(3)
3,0 =

1

6
G♯pppλ

−3 , α
(3)
1,1 = −1

2
B♯
pλ ,

and

α
(4)
4,0 =

1

24
G♯ppppλ

−4 , α
(4)
2,1 = −1

4
B♯
pp , α

(4)
0,2 =

1

24
B♯λ4.

we set
√
2z = P + iQ, so that

H = α(0) − α(2)|z|2 +
∑

h=3,4

∑

i+2j=h

(−1)j
α
(h)
i,j√
2
h
(z + z̄)i(z − z̄)2j

= α(0) − α(2)|z|2 +
∑

h=3,4

∑

l+m=h

β
(h)
l,mz

lz̄m

with

β
(l+m)
l,m =

1
√
2
l+m

∑

i+2j=l+m

∑

0≤a≤i
0≤b≤2j
a+b=l

(−1)jα
(l+m)
i,j

(
i

a

)(
2j

b

)
.

In particular we compute

β
(4)
2,2 =

3

2
(α

(4)
0,2 − α

(4)
2,1 + α

(4)
4,0) =

1

16
B♯λ4 +

3

8
B♯
pp +

1

16
G♯ppppλ

−4 .

Direct computations show that β
(3)
l,m(K⋆) = 0.

Now we need to remove the terms of order three: we perform a change of variables
with generating function

F =
∑

l+m=3

Fl,m(K)zlz̄m
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with F (K⋆) = 0 which cancels the terms of degree three. We have

Fl,m =
β
(3)
l,m

iα(2)(l −m)
(4.6)

note that since l +m = 3 then l −m cannot be zero.
This gives the new Hamiltonian with new terms of order four

H = α(0) − α(2)|z|2 +
∑

l+m=4

γ
(4)
l,mz

lz̄m + h.o.t.

and we know that
γ
(4)
l,m(K⋆) = β

(4)
l,m(K⋆). (4.7)

since F (K⋆) = 0. Now we remove the terms of order 4 which are not in the kernel. By

definition the kernel is the part depending only on |z|2 i.e. γ
(4)
2,2 . This procedure may be

repeated indefinitely and, by Vey’s Theorem, it converges to H(|z|2,K). By construction:

H(|z|2,K) = α(0)(K)− α(2)(K)|z|2 + γ
(4)
2,2(K)|z|4 + h.o.t.

Thus the twist matrix ∂2K,LH(L,K) evaluated at L = 0 is

M(K) :=

(
∂KKα

(0) −∂Kα(2)

−(∂Kα
(2))T 2γ

(4)
2,2

)
.

Note that ε−1M(K) is ε-independent. We now compute the determinant of this matrix
at K⋆. Note that, since we are evaluating the matrix at K⋆, we do not need to compute
explicitly the corrections to the order four given by the change of variables (4.6), see
formula (4.7). Direct computations show that detM(K⋆) 6= 0, thus the twist condition is
fulfilled outside the zero set Z of an analytic function of (E,K) ∈ C4.

As we have mentioned before, H(E,K) is real-analytic in D and satisfies the twist
conditions outside Z. Now we choose a point in D where we wish to prove persistence
of tori by setting

(E,K) = ξ + y = (ξ0, ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) + (y0, y1, y2, y3), (4.8)

where ξ are parameters and with y is in some neighborhood Br2 of the origin so that the
action ξ + r2 belongs to D . We sistematically use the notation

F(ξ, ϕ) = F(p(ξ0, ξ1ξ2, ξ3, ϕ), ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, q(ξ0, ξ1ξ2, ξ3, ϕ)).

Now the Hamiltonian is

HNLS = ω(ξ) · y +
∑

j=3,4

Hj(ξ, ϕ,w±j) +
∑

j 6=±1,±2,±3,±4

(j2 + εf(ξ, ϕ))|wj |2 +R (4.9)

where
ω(ξ) = ∂ξH(ξ) =: (0, 1, 1, 4) + ελ(ξ)
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Hj = (j2 + εf(ξ, ϕ))|(|wj |2 + |w−j |2) + εUj(ξ, ϕ)Re(wjw̄−j) + εVj(ξ, ϕ)|w−j |2

Note that we have grouped in R all the terms which are of degree higher than one in y or
greater that two in w. As before the change of variables is analytic in all its entries and
we have the bounds

|R|1s,r,O ≤ C(εr +
ε2

r2
) (4.10)

provided that we choose for O a compact domain in D and choose ε, r small enough, in
particular much smaller that the distance between O and the border of D.

The term ε2r−2 is due to the scaling of the domain in the y-component of the Hamil-
tonian vector field.

This change of variables gives for the constants of motion

L = y1 + y2 + y3 +
∑

j 6=±1,±2

|wj |2 ,

M = y1 − y2 − 2y3 +
∑

j=3,4

j(|wj |2 + |w−j |2) +
∑

j 6=±1,±2,±3,±4

j|wj |2

We wish to reduce the “normal form” above to constant coefficients. First we remove the
ϕ dependence in wj for j 6= ±1,±2,±3,±4. This is done by performing the symplectic
change of variables

y
(new)
0 = y0 +

f(ξ, ϕ)− f0(ξ)

λ0(ξ)

∑

j 6=±1,±2

|wj |2 , w
(new)
j = wj exp

(
−i∂−1

ϕ f(ξ, ϕ)

λ0(ξ)

)
, (4.11)

here f0(ξ) denotes the average of f in ϕ while ∂−1
ϕ f is the zero average primitive of f − f0.

Since f is real this gives a phase shift (leaves each |wj |2 unchanged) and hence also the
mass and momentum are unchanged.

Dropping the superscript (new) the Hamiltonian is:

HNLS = ω(ξ) · y +
∑

j=3,4

H̃j(ξ, ϕ,w±j) +
∑

j 6=±1,±2,±3,±4

(j2 + εf0(ξ))|wj |2 +R

with

H̃j = (j2 + εf0(ξ))(|wj |2 + |w−j |2) + εUj(ξ, ϕ)Re(wjw̄−j) + εVj(ξ, ϕ)|w−j |2, j = 3, 4.

Possibly restricting to a smaller set O, in order to assure that λ0(ξ) is bounded away from
zero we have for R the same bounds (4.10).
Now the dependence on ϕ appears only in the finite dimensional blocks given by H̃3, H̃4,
where we reduce to constant coefficients by using Floquet’s theorem. Consider the Hamil-
tonian

HFl = ελ0y0 + H̃3(ξ, ϕ,w±3) + H̃4(ξ, ϕ,w±4)

Direct computation shows that the Hamiltonian flow preserves the quantities |wj|2+|w−j |2
for j = 3, 4. Since the reduction procedure is the same for j = 3, 4, we explicitly perform
it on one block.
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The Hamilton equations for wj = (wj , w−j) have the 2× 2 block structure

(
ẇj
˙̄wj

)
= ij2

(
wj

w̄j

)
+ ε

(
Aj(ξ, ϕ) 0

0 Aj(ξ, ϕ)

)(
wj

w̄j

)
, (4.12)

where the 2× 2 matrix

Aj(ξ, ϕ) := i

(
f0 Uj
Uj f0 + Vj

)
(4.13)

is skew-Hermitian and Aj(ξ, ϕ) denotes the entry-wise complex conjugate of Aj(ξ, ϕ). In
other words, the two Lagrangian subspaces wj = 0, w̄j = 0 are invariant, the system is
decoupled into

ϕ̇ = ελ0 , ẇj = (ij21 + εAj(ξ, ϕ))wj , ˙̄wj = (−ij21 + εAj(ξ, ϕ))w̄j , (4.14)

By variation of constants we may set wj = zje
ij2t so that the equations for zj are

ϕ̇ = ελ0 , żj = εAj(ξ, ϕ)zj , ˙̄zj = εAj(ξ, ϕ)z̄j , (4.15)

which is still a Hamiltonian system with Hamiltonian

HFl = ε


λ0y0 +

∑

j=3,4

f0(ξ)(|wj |2 + |w−j |2) + Uj(ξ, ϕ)Re(wjw̄−j) + εVj(ξ, ϕ)|w−j |2

 .

Let us study this system and rescale the time to τ = εt.

Theorem 4.1 (Floquet’s theorem). Consider a complex linear n × n dynamical system
ẋ = A(τ)x where the matrix A is periodic of period T . Let X(τ) be the fundamental matrix
solution. Then

X(τ) = P (τ)eτB

where the n× n matrices P (τ) and B satisfy:

• P (τ) is invertible and periodic of period T .

• B is time independent and satisfies X(T ) = eTB.

As a consequence, the dynamical system ẋ = A(τ)x is symplectically conjugated to the
constant coefficient system v̇ = Bv through the time-periodic change of variables P (τ).

For j = 3, 4, the system (4.15) satisfies all the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 and therefore
we may reduce it to constant coefficients. From the proof of Floquet’s theorem, it also
follows that we can perform such reduction in a way that preserves the skew-Hermiticity
of the matrix. In fact, the matrix B in Theorem 4.1 is constructed considering the matrix
fundamental solution of {

Ẇj = Aj(τ)Wj

Wj(0) = 1
(4.16)

and finding a constant coefficient matrix Bj such that eTBj = Wj(T ). The key point is
that the 2×2 skew-Hermitian matrices form the Lie algebra su(2) associated to the special
unitary group SU(2), which is compact and connected. This implies that Wj(t) ∈ SU(2)
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for all t and, in particular, Wj(T ) ∈ SU(2). Hence, using the fact that the exponential
map is surjective on compact connected Lie groups, the matrix Bj can be chosen so that
Bj ∈ su(2). Thus, the time-periodic change of variables Pj(t) := Wj(t)e

−tBj conjugates
(4.14) to the constant coefficient dynamical system (with an abuse of notation, we denote
the new variables again with zj)

ϕ̇ = ελ0 , żj = εBj(ξ)zj , Bj(ξ) = i

(
aj c̄j
cj bj

)
∈ su(2) , (4.17)

note that we have returned to the original time-scale.
Clearly, the change of variables Pj(t) := Wj(t)e

−tBj conjugates the last equation in
(4.15) to

˙̄zj = εBj(ξ)z̄j . (4.18)

We now return to our original system (4.14). We note that the fundamental solution W (τ)
of (4.14) is W (τ) = eij

2ε−1τX(τ) so if we apply the change of variables given by P to (4.14)
we get

ϕ̇ = ελ0 , ẇj = (ij2 + εBj(ξ))wj . (4.19)

Adding to y0 a correction quadratic in the w±j with j = 3, 4, we obtain a symplectic
change of variables. Thus, the Hamiltonian becomes

HNLS = ω(ξ) ·y+
∑

j=3,4

Qj(ξ, wj , w−j , w̄j , w̄−j)+
∑

j 6=±1,±2,±3,±4

(j2+εf0(ξ))|wj |2+R (4.20)

with
Qj = j2(|wj |2 + |w−j |2) + ε

{
aj|wj |2 + bj|wj |2 + Re(cjwjw̄−j)

}
.

The mass and momentum become

L = y1 + y2 + y3 +
∑

j 6=±1,±2

|wj |2 ,

M = y1 − y2 − 2y3 +
∑

j=3,4

j(|wj |2 + |w−j |2) +
∑

j 6=±1,±2,±3,±4

j|wj |2

since the Floquet change of variables must preserve |wj |2 + |w−j|2 for j = 3, 4.
By the classification of quadratic Hamiltonians, since Bj(ξ) is skew-hermitian there

exists a symplectic change of variables, depending on ξ ∈ O smoothly, where the Qj are
diagonal, i.e.

HNLS = N +R N = ω(ξ) · y +
∑

j 6=±1,±2,

Ωj|wj |2 , Ωj = (j2 + εΘj(ξ)) , (4.21)

Where we have denoted by Θ±j the eigenvalues of −iBj for j = 3, 4 and for |j| > 4 we
have set Θj = f0. Finally R satisfies bounds of the form (4.10).
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4.1 Melnikov conditions

As in the paper [30], we study the action of the NLS normal form

N := ω(ξ) · y +
∑

j 6=±1,±2,

Ωj(ξ)|wj |2

by Poisson bracket on the space of regular analytic Hamiltonians that are at most quadratic
in the normal modes and commute with mass and momentum.

We only need to study the action of N on monomials of the form

eiℓ·ψwσ
′

h w
σ
k

where ℓ = (ℓ0, ℓ1, ℓ2, ℓ3), σ ∈ {0, 1,−1} and by definition

wσk :=





wk if σ = 1

w̄k if σ = −1

1 if σ = 0

.

Mass and momentum conservation means that we only need to consider monomials satis-
fying the following constraints:

η(ℓ) + σ′ + σ = 0 (4.22)

π(ℓ) + σ′r(h) + σr(k) = 0 (4.23)

where

η(ℓ) := ℓ1 + ℓ2 + ℓ3 , π(ℓ) := ℓ1 − ℓ2 − 2ℓ3 , r(j) :=

{
|j| if j = 3, 4

j if |j| ≥ 5

Proposition 4.1. For each ℓ, σ, σ′, h, k satisfying (4.22) and (4.23) the Melnikov reso-
nance condition

ω · ℓ+ σΩh + σ′Ωk = 0 (4.24)

defines a proper algebraic surface except in the trivial case ℓ = 0, σ + σ′ = 0, h = k.

Proof. It is sufficient to verify that none of these analytic functions are identically zero.
We first consider the second order Melnikov conditions, namely σ, σ′ 6= 0. Since these

are all affine functions of ε, these functions are identically zero if and only if

π(2)(ℓ) + σr2(h) + σ′r2(k) = 0 , λ · ℓ+ σΘh + σ′Θk ≡ 0 (4.25)

where
π(2)(ℓ) := ℓ1 + ℓ2 + 4ℓ3.

In conclusion we have the system of equations





ℓ1 + ℓ2 + ℓ3 + σ + σ′ = 0

ℓ1 − ℓ2 − 2ℓ3 + σr(h) + σ′r(k) = 0

ℓ1 + ℓ2 + 4ℓ3 + σr2(h) + σ′r2(k) = 0

λ · ℓ+ σΘh + σ′Θk = 0

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)
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Case 1 : |h|, |k| > 4.
If σ + σ′ = 0, in the last equation we get λ · ℓ = 0. Since ξ → λ is generically a
diffeomorphism this gives ℓ = 0, hence h = k from (4.27). If σ+σ′ = 2 we get λ·ℓ+2f0(ξ) =
0. In order to prove that this is not an identity we only need to compute the functions
λ(ξ), f0(ξ) as the action ξ0 = E → 0 and (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) = K → (4, 0, 2). It is easily seen that

λ(0, 4, 0, 2) = (α(2)(4, 0, 2), ∂Kα
(0)(4, 0, 2)) = (−144

√
3, 426, 426, 498) ,

f0(0, 4, 0, 2) = f(1, 4, 0, 2) = 558

By the irrationality of λ0(0, 4, 0, 2), we deduce ℓ0 = 0. Then we try to solve

λ(ξ) · ℓ+ 2f0(ξ) = 0 , ℓ1 + ℓ2 + ℓ3 = −2 (4.30)

at ξ = (0, 4, 0, 2) and one verifies that no integer solutions ℓ exist, since (set ℓ1 + ℓ2 = x,
ℓ3 = y) the solution of the linear system

{
426x+ 498y = −1116

x+ y = −2

is x = 5/3, y = −11/3.
Case 2 : h, k ∈ {±3,±4}.
As above, we consider the limit ξ0 = E → 0 and (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) = K → (4, 0, 2). We compute
Vj(0, 4, 0, 2) = 0 for j = 3, 4, and U3(0, 4, 0, 2) = 144, U4(0, 4, 0, 2) = 18. This gives
Θ±3(0, 4, 0, 2) = 558 ± 144, Θ±4(0, 4, 0, 2) = 558 ± 18. Then, since λ1, λ2, λ3,Θh,Θk are
all integers while λ0 is irrational (here all functions, when not specified, are evaluated
at ξ = (0, 4, 0, 2)), equation (4.29) gives ℓ0 = 0. First consider the case σ + σ′ = 0.
Then equations (4.26), (4.28) imply 3ℓ3 + σr2(h) + σ′r2(k) = 0. Since 3 does not divide
42 − 32 = 7, we get |h| = |k| ∈ {3, 4}, hence r(h) = r(k). Equations (4.26), (4.27), (4.28)
then give ℓ = 0. The observation that Θj 6= Θ−j for j = 3, 4 implies that (4.29) with ℓ = 0
is satisfied only if h = k. Now consider the case σ + σ′ = 2. If |h| = |k|, then equations
(4.26), (4.29) lead to the linear system

{
426x+ 498y = −1116 + ρ

x+ y = −2

with ρ ∈ {0,±36,±288}, which has no integer solution; indeed the first equation (divided
by 3) implies x+ y ≡ 0 (mod 3), which is clearly incompatible with the second equation.
If |h| 6= |k|, then equations (4.26), (4.28) imply 3ℓ3 = −23, so there is no integer solution.
Case 3 : |h| ∈ {3, 4}, |k| > 4.
Like before, we evaluate everything at ξ = (0, 4, 0, 2); again, we use equation (4.29) to
deduce ℓ0 = 0. Consider the case σ + σ′ = 2. Then equations (4.26), (4.29) lead to the
linear system {

426x+ 498y = −1116 + ̺

x+ y = −2

with ̺ ∈ Ξ := {±18,±144}, which has no integer solution as above. Finally, if σ+ σ′ = 0,
equations (4.26), (4.29) imply 72ℓ3 = ̺, with ̺ ∈ Ξ. Now, if ̺ = ±18, there is no integer
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solution, which rules out the case |h| = 4. Therefore we have |h| = 3, ℓ3 = ±2. Using
equations (4.26), (4.28), this implies r2(k) ∈ {±3,±15}, which is not possible.

Then we consider first order Melnikov resonances of the type, without loss of generality
σ = −1, σ′ = 0.

ω · ℓ− Ωh

cannot identically vanish. Indeed, it is enough to consider the mass conservation ℓ1+ ℓ2+
ℓ3 = 1 and the resonance condition λ · ℓ = Θh. Reasoning like above, the evaluation at
ξ = (0, 4, 0, 2) leads to the linear system

{
426x+ 498y = 558 + ̺

x+ y = 1

with ̺ ∈ Ξ, which again has no solution, since the first equation implies x+y ≡ 0 (mod 3).

The case σ = σ′ = 0 is completely trivial since the map ω ↔ ξ is a local diffeomorphism.
This concludes the proof of the proposition.

Consider the Hamiltonian (4.21) in the set O. Let M0, L0 be defined by

|λ|∞ + |λ|lip, |f0|∞ + |f0|lip, sup
j=±3,±4

|Θj |∞ + |Θj|lip ≤M0 , |(λ)−1|lip ≤ L0 (4.31)

where given a map f : O → Rd we set

|f |∞ := sup
ξ∈O

sup
i=1,...,d

|fi| , |f |lip := sup
ξ 6=η∈O

sup
i=1,...,d

|fi(ξ)− fi(η)|
|ξ − η| .

Lemma 4.3. There exists an ε-independent proper algebraic surface A so that for all
ξ ∈ O \ A on has

ω · ℓ+ σΩh + σ′Ωk 6= 0

for all non-trivial ℓ, σ, σ′, h, k satisfying |ℓ| ≤ 4M0L0 and conditions (4.22),(4.23). Let O0

be an ε-independent compact domain in O \ A. There exist constants α0, R0 such that

|λ · ℓ+ σΘh + σ′Θk| ≥ α0 ∀σ, σ′ = 0,±1, |ℓ| < 4M0L0 , (4.22),(4.23) hold

|R|γ0s,r,O0
≤ γεR0 , γ0 = γM−1

0 , (4.32)

where R is defined in (4.21), α0 does not depend on ε while R0 ∼ r + εr−2.

Proof. By Proposition 4.1 each Melnikov resonance defines a proper algebraic surface. Our
first statement follows by showing that the condition |ℓ| ≤ 4M0L0 implies: 1. that the
only Melnikov resonance surfaces which may intersect O are such that

π(2)(ℓ) + σr2(h) + σ′r2(k) = 0 (4.33)

see (4.25); 2. that such resonances are only a finite number. This is due to the smallness
of ε. Indeed if (4.33) does not hold, we have

|λ · ℓ+ σΘi + σ′Θj | ≥ |π(2)(ℓ) + σr2(h) + σ′r2(k)| − ε(4M2
0L0 + 2M0) ≥ 1− 1

2
.

Then we notice that (4.33) fixes h, k inside a ball of radius 4M0L0 except in the trivial
case ℓ = 0, σ = −σ′, h = k. The estmates (4.32) follow trivially.
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4.2 Proof of Proposition 2.1

We just apply all the changes of variables discussed in the previous sections.First we apply
the Birkhoff change of variables generated by the Hamiltonian in (3.1), then we pass the
sites (±1,±2) to polar coordinates in (3.6) and pass to the coordinates (3.7). Next we apply
our first phase shift (3.9) and then we integrate H in (4.5). Now the change of variables
(4.8) sets our approximately invariant torus at y = 0, z = 0. The NLS Hamiltonian now
has the form (4.9), and the normal form depends only on one angle. In order to remove this
dependence we apply the phase shift (4.11) and then Floquet’s theorem 4.1. We obtain
the Hamiltonian (4.20), which we diagonalize by using the standard theory of quadratic
Hamiltonians. We choose O0 to be a compact domain as in Lemma 4.3. Finally, formula
(1.8) is obtained as a consequence of (4.2), by possibly further restricting the set O0.

5 KAM theorem

5.1 Technical set-up

We introduce a degree decomposition on As,r by associating to each monomial m a degree
d(m) as follows

mℓ,j,α,β = eiℓ·ϕyjzαz̄β → d(mℓ,j,α,β) = 2j + |α|+ |β| − 2.

This gives us a definition of homogeneous polynomials of degree d and a degree decom-
position of analytic functions. Given f ∈ As,r we denote by f (d) its projection onto the
homogeneous polynomials of degree d

f =
∑

fℓ,j,α,βe
iℓ·ϕyjzαz̄β , Πdf ≡ f (d) =

∑

2j+|α|+|β|−2=d

fℓ,j,α,βe
iℓ·ϕyjzαz̄β ,

We use the same notations for Π≤d and Π≥d. We are also interested in projections onto
trigonometric polynomials in ϕ, we shall denote

ΠNf :=
∑

|ℓ|≤N

fℓ,j,α,βe
iℓ·ϕyjzαz̄β , Π⊥

N := 1 −ΠN

More in general given a subset of indices I ⊆ Z4 × N4 × NZ × NZ we define

ΠIf =
∑

(ℓ,j,α,β)∈I

fℓ,j,α,βe
iℓ·ϕyjzαz̄β . (5.1)

We denote as usual by {A,B} the associated Poisson bracket and, if we want to stress the
role of one of the two variables, we also write ad(A) for the linear operator B 7→ {A,B}.6
The main properties of the majorant norm (2.7), contained in [3], Lemmata 2.10, 2.15,
2.17, express the compatibility of the norm with projections and Poisson brackets, we
briefly recall them in the next propositions.

6ad stands for adjoint in the language of Lie algebras.
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Proposition 5.1. For every r, s > 0 the following holds true:

(i) All projections ΠI are continuous namely

|ΠIh|γs,r ≤ |h|γs,r
Smoothing: one has

|Π≤Nh|γs,r ≤ N s1 |h|γs−s1,r , |Π≥Nh|γs,r ≤ N−s1 |h|γs+s1,r
(ii) Graded Poisson algebra: Given f, g ∈ As,r for any r′ < r one has

|{f, g}|γs,r′ ≤ (1− r′

r
)−1C(s)|f |γs,r|g|γs,r

moreover on all monomials d({f, g}) = d(f) + d(g).

(iii) partial ordering if we have

|fα,β,ℓ| ≤ |hα,β,ℓ| , ∀ α, β, ℓ
and hα,β,ℓ is the Taylor-Fourier expansion of a function h ∈ As,r then there exists a
unique function f whose Fourier expansion is {fα,β,ℓ} and such that

|f |γs,r ≤ |h|γs,r
(iv) Degree decomposition Given a Hamiltonian h ∈ As,r which is homogeneous of degree

d then h ∈ As,R for all R and one has

|h|γs,r ≤ rd|h|γs,1
Proposition 5.2. For every r, s > 0 the following holds true:

(i) Changes of variables: if (1 − r′

r )
−1|f |γs,r < ̺ sufficiently small then its Hamiltonian

vector field Xf defines a close to identity canonical change of variables Tf such that:

h ◦ Tf = e{·,·}h satisfies |h ◦ Tf |γs,r′ ≤ (1 + C̺)|h|γs,r
(ii) Remainder estimates: consider two Hamiltonians f, g with f of minimal degree df

and g of minimal degree dg, then set

Pi(f, h) =
∞∑

l=i

(−adf)l

l!
h , ad(f)h := {h, f} (5.2)

then Pi(f, g) is of minimal degree dfi+ dg and we have the bounds

∣∣Pi(f, h)
∣∣γ
s,r′

≤ C(s)

(
1− r′

r

)−i

(|f |γs,r)i|g|γs,r.

Note that the same holds if we substitute in (5.2) the sequence { 1
l!} with any sequence

{bl} such that ∀l one has |bl| ≤ 1
l! .

Note that H defined in (1.11) is M -regular7 for all r.

7it is well known that the NLS is locally well posed under much weaker regularity conditions. This is not
the purpose of the present paper.
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5.2 The iterative algorithm

Definition 5.1. We first define the diagonal Hamiltonians which are our normal forms.

Fker := {h = q · y +
∑

j 6=±1,±2

Qj|zj |2 , with q ∈ R
4 , Qj ∈ R} ,

Given an M -analytic Hamiltonian H we denote by ΠkerH the projection of H onto Fker

(this is a projection of the form (5.1)). Now we define Fs,r be the subspace of M -analytic
Hamiltonians H such that H − ΠkerH ∈ As,r is a regular M-analytic Hamiltonian and
Poisson commutes with L,M. Finally let

Frg = (1 −Πker)Π
≤0Fs,r.

so that
Fs,r = Fker ⊕Frg ⊕F>0

s,r . (5.3)

Note that Fs,r is naturally decomposed in terms of subspaces of growing degree.

By construction the NLS Hamiltonian

HNLS = ω(ξ) · y +
∑

j 6=±1,±2,

Ωj(ξ)|wj |2 +R = N +R ∈ Fs,r , ∀r < r0, s < s0 (5.4)

Remark 5.1 (The goal). By definition, the normal form N is in Fker. In general, the
condition for a Hamiltonian H = N + P, N = ΠkerH to have KAM tori is ΠrgH =
ΠrgP = 0. So our goal is to find a symplectic transformation Φ∞ so that

Πrg(H) = 0.

The strategy is to construct this as a limit of a quadratic Nash-Moser algorithm.
We will denote:

N := Πker(H) , Prg := Πrg(H) , P>0 := Π>0(H) , (5.5)

so that H = N + Prg + P>0.

By the Poisson algebra property (ii) of Proposition 5.1, if A has degree i > 0 then also
ad(A) has positive degree and hence is strictly lower triangular on Fs,r w.r.t. the degree
decomposition.

We start with the NLS Hamiltonian (4.21) which we denote by H0 := N0+Prg,0+P
>0
0 ,

where N0 = N , Prg,0 + P>0
0 = R, so that

Prg,0 ∼ ε2 , P>0
0 ∼ εr

are appropriately small.
We wish to find a convergent sequence of changes of variables

Φm+1 := ead(Fm) ◦ Φm, (5.6)
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dependent on a sequence Km of ultraviolet cuts, so that at each step Hm+1 = Φm+1(H0) =
Nm+1+P

≤0
rg,m+1+P

>0
m+1 is such that Nm stays close to N , P>0

m stays bounded while Prg,m

converges to zero (super–exponentially).
At a purely formal level we would like that Prg,m+1 is quadratic w.r.t. Prg,m. The

generating function Fm ∈ Frg,≤Km+1 := Π≤Km+1Frg is fixed by solving the homological
equation

{Nm, Fm}+Πrg,m{P>0
m , Fm} = Π≤Km+1Prg,m , Πrg,m := Πrg,≤Km+1 (5.7)

which uniquely determines Fm as a linear function of Prg,m provided that the linear oper-
ator:

Lm := ad(Nm) + Πrg,mad(P
>0
m ) = ad(Nm) + Πrg,mad(P

1
m) + Πrg,mad(P

2
m),

is invertible on Frg,≤Km+1 (clearly we also need some quantitative control on the inverse).

Remark 5.2. On Fs,r the operators ad(Nm),Πrg,mad(P
1
m),Πrg,mad(P

2
m) have respectively

degree 0,1,2 so it should be be clear that Lm is invertible if and only if ad(Nm) is invertible
and in this case one inverts

Lm = ad(Nm)

(
1 + ad(Nm)

−1Πrg,mad(P
>0
m )

)

by inverting the second factor. This is of the form 1+A with A a sum of two linear operators
of degree 1,2 respectively, so A3 = 0 and we invert 1 +A with the 3 term Neumann series
1−A+A2.

We now justify our choice by computing one KAM step, for notational convenience we
drop the pedex m in Hm etc.. and substitute Hm+1 with H+ etc... .

Let us compute H+ := ead(F )H. First split the operator ead(F ) = 1 + ad(F ) + EF , by
definition EF is quadratic in F and hence quadratic in Prg. Regarding the term

(1 + ad(F ))(N + Prg + P>0) = N + Prg + P>0 − {N + P>0, F}+ {F,Prg}

we first notice that, since F is linear w.r.t. Prg then the last summand is quadratic
moreover since F solves the homological equation we have

Prg − {N + P>0, F} = (Πker +Π>0 +Π>KΠrg){P>0, F}+Π>KPrg.

Then we deduce that

Πkere
ad(F )H := N+ = N +Πker{P>0, F}+ΠkerQ(Prg) ,

Πrge
ad(F )H := P≤0

+ = Π>K(Prg +Πrg{P>0, F}) + ΠrgQ(Prg) ,

Π>0e
ad(F )H := P>0

+ = P>0 +Π>0{P>0, F}+Π>0Q(Prg)

where Q(Prg) , is quadratic in Prg and collects the terms from EF (H) and {F,Prg}.
We now introduce some parameters which control Hm. Recall that by definition of

Fker

Nm = ω(m) · y +
∑

j 6=±1,±2

Ω
(m)
j |wj|2,
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and set
ω(m) = (0, 1, 1, 4) + ελ(m) , Ω

(m)
j = j2 + εΘ

(m)
j .

Fix a small γ > 0. Let Om be a positive measure Cantor set, assume that ξ → λ(m)(ξ) is
invertible and let Lm,Mm, Rm, αm ≥ 0 be such that

|λ(m)|+ |λ(m)|lip ≤Mm , |Θ(m)
j |+ |Θ(m)

j |lip ≤Mm , |(λ(m))−1|lip ≤ Lm

|λ(m) · ℓ+Θ
(m)
i + σΘ

(m)
j | ≥ αm ∀σ = 0,±1, ∀(ℓ, i, j) 6= (0, i, i) : |ℓ| < 4M0L0

|Hm −Nm|γms,r,Om
≤ γεRm , γm = γM−1

m . (5.8)

Note that our conditions are fulfilled by the Hamiltonian (4.21) for m = 0.

Definition 5.2. We say that a positive parameter b = {bm}m∈N is telescopic if for each
step m we have b0/2 < bm < 3

2b0 (usually bm is either an increasing or a decreasing
sequence).

Note that a sufficient condition is that

∞∑

m=0

|bm+1 − bm| ≤
b0
2
. (5.9)

We choose as in [29]:

rm+1 = (1− 2−m−3)rm , sm+1 = (1− 2−m−3)sm , Km = 4mK0. (5.10)

We choose the set Om+1 as

Om+1 :={ξ ∈ Om : |ω(m) · ℓ+ σΩ
(m)
i + σ′Ω

(m)
j | ≥ εγK−τ

m , σ, σ′ = 0,±1, |ℓ| ≤ Km,

(5.11)

η(ℓ) + σ + σ′ = 0 , π(ℓ) + σr(i) + σ′r(j) = 0 , (σσ′, ℓ, i) 6= (−1, 0, j)}.

Lemma 5.1. For all ξ ∈ Om+1, (5.7) admits a unique solution and moreover

‖Fm‖γms′m,r′m,Om+1
≤ (εγ)−1(RmK

2τ
m )3‖Prg,m‖γmsm,rm,Om

, (5.12)

where s′m = (sm + sm+1)/2,r
′
m = (rm + rm+1)/2 , and γm = γM−1

m .

Proof. This is a subcase of Lemma 14 of [29] or Proposition 2.31 of [12]. We first notice
that (5.11) and item (iii) of Proposition 5.1 imply that for any g ∈ Frg,m one has

|D−1g|γms,r,Om+1
≤ 3(εγ)−1K2τ

m |g|γms,r,Om+1
.

Following Remark 5.2 we set A = D−1Πrg,mad(P
>0
m ). Using (5.8) and Propositions 5.1,5.2

we get
|Ajg|γms′,r′,Om+1

≤ (K2τ
m Rm)

j |g|γms,r,Om+1
, j = 1, 2.

The thesis follows by Remark 5.2.
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Proposition 5.3. For K0, τ large and for all ε, r such that r + εr−2
⋖ γK−6τ

0 , at each
step m, in the set Om, one has the estimate

‖Prg,m‖γmsm,rm,Om
≤ (r + εr−2)e−

3
2

m

. (5.13)

Moreover the constants R, L,M,α are telescopic. Finally our algebraic algorithm converges
on the set ∩mOm, and we obtain a change of variables Φ∞ := limm→∞Φm. The corre-
sponding Hamiltonian H∞, has reducible KAM tori.

Proof. These estimates are all standard. The condition on ε, r implies that P0 ∼ εr+ε2r−2

is small w.r.t. the size of the divisor ∼ εγ. By induction, suppose we have reached some
step m and proved the estimates. Using (5.12) and items (i-ii) of Proposition 5.2, one
proves that Fm defines a symplectic change of variables with Hm+1 := eadFmHm well
defined in the domain D(sm+1, rm+1). The corrections of the parameters R, L,M,α are
obtained by item (i) Proposition 5.1 and item (ii) of Proposition 5.2 using the fact that
the coordinate change is very close to the identity due to the super–exponential decay
of the norm of F . This implies easily the telescopic nature of the parameters used, as
|bm+1 − bm| < const b0e

−(3/2)m . Then the algorithm converges.

5.3 Proof of Proposition 2.2.

The change of variables of item (i) is Φ∞ := limm→∞Φm defined in (5.6) and with Fm
defined in (5.7). The estimates on Φ∞ − 1 follow from Lemma 5.1, Proposition 5.3 and
Proposition 5.2, provided that we choose r = ε1/3.
Item (ii) follows directly from Proposition 5.3 and Definition 1.2.

In order to complete the proof of the KAM theorem we only need to show that the set
O∞ := ∩∞

m=0Om has positive measure. Let us denote

R
(m)
σ,σ′,ℓ,i,j := {ξ ∈ Om : |ω(m) · ℓ+ σΩ

(m)
i + σ′Ω

(m)
j | < εγK−τ

m }

so that
Om+1 = Om \ ∪∗

σ,σ′,ℓ,i,jR
(m)
σ,σ′,ℓ,i,j

where the ∪∗ is the union of all the sets such that

|ℓ| < Km , η(ℓ) + σ + σ′ = 0 , π(ℓ) + σr(i) + σ′r(j) = 0 , (σσ′, ℓ, i) 6= (−1, 0, j).

We first consider the case σσ′ 6= 0, corresponding to second Melnikov conditions. We
claim that for any fixed ℓ̄ ∈ Z4, the union ∪∗

σ,σ′,ℓ̄,i,j
is finite, with an upper bound on the

cardinality depending on |ℓ̄|.
By the estimates (5.8) and the fact that αm is telescopic we deduce that, if we choose

K0 so that α0 > 2K−τ
0 , we have R

(m)
σ,σ′,ℓ,i,j = ∅ for all |ℓ| ≤ 6L0M0.

Denote v := (0, 1, 1, 4). If |σi2 + σ′j2| > 2|v||ℓ| we have R
(m)
σ,σ′,ℓ,i,j = ∅. Since

|σi2 + σ′j2| >
∣∣|i| − |j|

∣∣(|i|+ |j|),

this condition ensures that ∪∗ runs only over

|i|, |j| ≤ const|ℓ|
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unless one has σ = −σ′ and |i| = |j|.
In this last case we use momentum conservation, if i = j we get ℓ = 0 and this is

explicitly excluded in our ∪∗. If i = −j with i = ±3,±4 again we get ℓ = 0 so by our

previous argument R
(m)
σ,σ′,ℓ,i,j = ∅. Finally if i = −j 6= ±3,±4 we obtain

2|i| ≤ |π(ℓ)| ,

which obviously implies |i| ≤ const |ℓ|. Let us now give a bound for the measure of a single

set R
(m)
σ,σ′,ℓ,i,j.

By construction all the maps ξ → λ(m) are invertible with Lipschitz inverse, so we
change the variables to λ ∈ λ(m)(Om), note that this set is contained in [−2M0, 2M0]

4.
We have

|R(m)
σ,σ′,ℓ,i,j| ≤ L4

m

∣∣{λ ∈ λ(m)(Om) : |(v+ ελ) · ℓ+ σΩ̃
(m)
i (λ) + σ′Ω̃

(m)
j (λ)| < εγK−τ

m }
∣∣

We note that |Ω̃(m)
i (λ)|lip ≤ εLmMm ≤ ε|ℓ|/3, since by hypothesis |ℓ| > 6M0L0. Now we

can introduce an orthogonal basis for R4 where the first basis vector is parallel to ℓ, in this
basis

|∂λ1(v+ ελ) · ℓ| = ε|ℓ|,
so we may estimate the measure of the resonant set as

|R(m)
σ,σ′,ℓ,i,j| ≤ const γL0(L0M0)

3|ℓ|−1K−τ
m

Hence, we estimate

∣∣∣∪m ∪∗
σσ′ 6=0 R

(m)
σ,σ′,ℓ,i,j

∣∣∣ ≤

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

⋃

m

⋃

|i|≤c|ℓ|, |ℓ|≤Km,σσ′ 6=0

σr(i)+σ′r(j)=π(ℓ)

R
(m)
σ,σ′,ℓ,i,j

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

≤ const γL0(L0M0)
3

∞∑

m=0

K−τ+4
m ≤ const γL0(L0M0)

3

provided that τ > 4.
In the remaining cases with σσ′ = 0 (Diophantine condition on λ(m) and first Melnikov

conditions), one similiarly obtains the corresponding estimate

∣∣∣∪m ∪∗
σσ′=0 R

(m)
σ,σ′,ℓ,i,j

∣∣∣ ≤ const γL0(L0M0)
3

(actually, when σσ′ = 0, this estimate is simpler to obtain and completely standard).
Hence

|O0 \ O∞| ≤
∣∣∣∪m ∪∗ R

(m)
σ,σ′,ℓ,i,j

∣∣∣ ≤ const γL0(L0M0)
3.
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